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About This Game

A killing that occurs under the Blood Eclipse is still a killing -- but a death is not a death at all. And tonight, the town that
experienced a massacre under the Blood Eclipse centuries ago will not be letting its guests go without teaching them that lesson.

It's a zombies vs humans scenario. Up to 6 players can play at a time, with up to 4 human heroes, and 2 zombie players. Each
player will choose the character they'd like to play as and join or create a match!

You start in an abandoned creepy house in the middle of a ghost town surrounded by forest. Once in, the humans will have a
limited amount of time to search for weapons and items and try to complete the scenario objective.

The zombies just need to prevent that from happening, by doing the thing they do best, eating humans (don't worry you'll have
AI zombies helping you too).

Note to VR users! : The game was built to be played with just ONE tracked controller (because it was designed with mobile in
mind) so just pick the left or the right controller. The selections are either done with double tapping or with swiping gestures, no

picking things up like in a proper VR pc game here, sorry.
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Did a little interview/let's play with Rebmocam:
I couldn't find any good multiplayer videos out there, so I decided to make one with my friend, who thankfully is amazing at
recording from the Oculus Go.

So here you go, a little let's play with me and Rebmocam (footage from the Go version of the game)

https://youtu.be/yJ_DfTy8nnI. New maps added! And support for Linux and OSX:
Just as the title says, 3 new maps have been added, Office Building, Hotel, and Sewers, each supporting last one standing. In
addition, support for OSX and Linux has also been added, and as a bonus, a new weapon! The minigun.
This update makes the game multiplayer compliant with all mobile versions of the game as well.. A Battle Royale Mode Has
Been Added!:
But this isn't your Grandma's battle royale mode. This is battle royale under the Blood Eclipse, which means that the game does
not end when you die. No sir, here a death is not a death at all, and you get to return as a zombie to enact vengeance on your
recent murderer. Oh and you'll also have the zombie horde to deal with as well. So a fun little twist on the game I hope you all
enjoy!

To start the game in this mode, just make sure that the scenario card "There Can Be Only One" is on top before you host a
game. Good luck hunting each other!
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